SERVO VALVE REPAIR

Our Servo Valve Repair Lab has the capability to provide computer controlled dynamic and static testing. Our state of the art computerized load stands ensure that each valve meets OEM specifications.

**MOOG**
21, 22, 62, 72, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 760, A076, D631, D641, D644, D645, D760, D761, D765, E760, G761

**PEGASUS**
120, 121, 130, 131, 140, 141, 160, 161, 180, 1160, 1280, 1282

**REXROTH**
3DS, 4WR, 4WS, WRA, WRE, WRZ

**STAR Family Series**

**ULTRA**
4550, 4551, 4657, 4658, 4661, 4683

**VICKERS**
EHST, KAFDG, SA4-03, SA4-06, SC4-03, SD4-03, SF4-03, SH4, SM4

**Additional Manufacturers Supported**
Atchley, Bosch, Bullard, Cincinnati, Denison/Abex, Dowty, Dyval, Honeywell, HPM, HR Textron, Hunker, Kawasaki, Konring, Oil Gear, Olsen, Moog, Parker, Rexroth, RVA, Schenck, SLI, Textron, Tokyo Keiki, Tokyo Precision

**ALL UNITS ARE SYSTEM TESTED**
*12 MONTH IN-SERVICE WARRANTY*
Unless otherwise stated at time of quotation

*NO CHARGE EVALUATION*
An evaluation fee may apply for priority repairs